Olgivanna let Jerry slide off without hurting his feelings too much. Jerry
was a good talker though, and discussion at the table had been stimulating,
so let's forgive him his trespass. After a half hour Olgivanna arose to go
(arose is the word), to go to her child, she said. But I couldn't bear the
thought of letting her go—I was afraid I should lose her. She hesitated,
but only for a moment when I said, 'Olgivanna, please leave your address
so we may call on you? I want to learn more. I can't think we should let
our remarkable meeting end here.' But I was eager to teach as well as to
learn as anyone could see. Jerry took the address because he, being a
painter, had a pencil. I, being an architect, never have one.
Olgivanna (what a winning name) was gone. The light went off when
she went. But I knew well enough that nothing could stop us from seeing
each other again, nothing either for her or for me. I went East for a week,
but sent a little note from the train. I dropped back into the aching void.
As soon as I got back I called Jerry to come over and stay with me, know-
ing that he would have been to see her. Poor Jerry was all broken up over
the affair Lucile. I had to listen to that first.
'Jerry, have you seen Olgivanna?'
The unhappy painter-wretch had been to the address Olgivanna had
given. 'But,' he said, 'Olgivanna only wanted to talk about you and that
bored me.'
I felt grateful to Jerry for being bored that way, and much that pleased
me more he imparted with a few characteristic curses.
I wrote another note asking when I might come. The time fixed, I went
to take Olgivanna to the theatre. Neither of us can remember, nor care
to? what the play was. She has several faithful North Side friends, music-
makers some of them, and some on whom we began to impose.
Some days later I invited Olgivanna to Taliesin to have her meet Sylva,
Dione, and Nobu, and their clever husbands. Olgivanna and 'the merry
wives of Taliesin' had much in common all being European. Next after-
noon she left. My 1924 household, knowing full well what had happened
to me, was sure that Taliesin was the place for her. None so sure as I. Her
divorce was in court—granted. So was mine, waiting for signature—so
why wait? Two fountains of arrested energy didn't wait. Waiting was not
in our natures—never was* Never has been. Isn't now.
Although we didn't know then how much would have been saved to
both if we had 'waited', it probably would have made no difference.
We had each other for better or for worse.
Olgivanna was mine. The night we were off to New York together I
read her to sleep with Carl's fairy tale of The White Horse Girl and The
Blue Wind Boy. I guess he so intended it. I had just discovered the
'Rootabaga Stories' and they delighted me so much I wrote him a little
letter, appended hereafter in gratitude.
The story of the plight that followed this brave flight into a new life—
passion with poetry now—you have read in the fourth book of An Auto-
biography. What you have not read is how well the chance meeting dealt
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